Directions to the Department of Biophysics

The Department of Biophysics is located on the second floor of the MACC Fund Research Center (MFRC), which is located off of Connell Avenue between 87th and 92nd Streets, west of MCW’s Medical Education Building (MEB), and northeast of the Children's Hospital of Wisconsin.

From Froedtert Hospital (92nd Street)

Beginning at Froedtert's main lobby,

- Head north from the information desk toward the C elevators.
- Take the C elevators to LL.
- Exit the elevators, turn right, and follow the hallway.
  - You will pass the Medical Records Department on your right.
- Follow the overhead signs for Children's Hospital.
- Continue through the corridor until you see a fork; turn left.
  - You will pass the Children's dining room on your right.
- Follow the overhead signs for Children.
- Continue down the hallway, following overhead signs to the elevators.
- Take the elevators to the second floor of Children's.
- Exit the elevators to the main hospital corridor; turn left.
- Cross over the skywalk.
- Directly across from the coffee kiosk is the entrance to another skywalk leading to the MACC Fund Research Center. Cross this skywalk; you are now on the third floor of the MFRC.
- To reach Biophysics by stair,
  - Follow the hallway, past the Grants & Contracts office (on your right).
  - At the end of this hallway, directly before another skywalk, you will see a stairwell on your right.
  - Enter the stairwell and proceed down to the second floor.
  - A sign marks the Department of Biophysics.
  - The second floor is secure. If you do not have access, knock loudly on the door or call (414) 955-4000 on your cell phone. A department employee will meet you.
- To reach Biophysics by elevator,
  - Follow the hallway to the elevators, located across from the Grants & Contracts office.
  - The second floor is secure.
  - If you have access, take the elevators to the second floor.
  - If you do not have access, use the phone by the elevators (or your cell phone) to call Biophysics, (414) 955-4000, and a department employee will meet you at the elevators.

From the Medical College of Wisconsin (87th Street)

Beginning at MCW's main lobby,

- Take the elevators to the third floor.
- Exit the elevators, turn left, and follow the hallway.
  - The hallway borders the library on the right.
- Follow overhead signs to the MACC Fund Research Center.
- Cross the skywalk to the MFRC.
- To reach Biophysics by stairs,
  - Immediately after crossing the skywalk, you will see a stairwell on your left.
    - Enter the stairwell and proceed down to the second floor.
    - A sign marks the Department of Biophysics.
  - Note that the second floor is secure. If you do not have access, knock loudly or call (414) 955-4000 on your cell phone. A department employee will let you in.
- To reach Biophysics by elevator,
  - Follow the hallway until to the elevators, located across from the Grants & Contracts office.
  - Take the elevators to the second floor.
Note that the second floor is secure. If you do not have access, use the phone by the elevators (or your cell phone) to call Biophysics, (414) 955-4000, and a department employee will meet you at the elevators and give you access to the second floor.

A campus map is provided on the following page.
1. Medical College of Wisconsin (MCW)
   A. Health Research Center (HRC)
   B. Medical Education Building (MEB)
   C. Basic Science Building (BSB)
   D. MACC Fund Research Center
   E. Daniel M. Soref Imaging Research Facility
   F. Translational and Biomedical Research Center (TBRC)
   G. Hub for Collaborative Medicine (Hub)

2. BloodCenter Research Institute
3. Children’s Hospital Clinics Building
4. Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin
5. Children’s Corporate Center
6. Children’s Research Institute
7. Curative Care Network
8. Eye Institute
9. Milwaukee Regional Medical Center Corporate Offices/Fitness Center

10. Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin Specialty Clinics
11. Froedtert Hospital
12. Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin Pavilion
13. Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin Clinical Cancer Center
14. Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin Center for Advanced Care
15. Milwaukee County Behavioral Health Division
16. Research Park Center
17. Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin Sargeant Health Center
18. Technology Innovation Center
19. Tosa Health Center
20. Pain Management Center
21. Wisconsin Diagnostic Labs